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Introduction
Effectively executing a complex schedule remains a significant challenge in many domains. Executing to a highquality schedule improves the likelihood of finishing on time, but simply working to that schedule in scheduled
activity order without any adaptation makes end date overruns probable. This probability increases the more
ambitious the schedule, the more resource-driven the model, and the higher the degree of activity duration variance.
A more ambitious schedule minimizes the slack and buffer available to protect the target end date. In a more
resource-driven model, working to an existing schedule imposes an unnecessary degree of rigidity, because many
activities are scheduled where they are because of resource contention, so following the schedule strictly may miss
opportunities to regain lost ground. Finally, the higher the activity duration variance, the more likely it is that the
actual work will diverge from the planned work.
All of these aggravating issues are present in the modern airplane assembly domain. Schedules tend to be extremely
ambitious, because each additional plane represents a large gain in revenue; however, the penalty for missed
delivery dates is similarly large. The activity networks are highly constrained, both temporally and in terms of
resource requirements; this combination makes producing a good schedule in the first place a challenge, and the
resource contentions make working to a static schedule needlessly brittle. Finally, the activities involved in airplane
assembly tend to have a high degree of variance. This combination tends to make results extremely poor when the
schedule is worked statically. A more dynamic approach would seem advantageous, but there are many ways in
which this could be approached; some of these options will be explored in this paper.
In spite of these challenges, there is an advantage to the complex domain of airplane assembly manufacture: because
of the high payoff involved a great deal of study has gone into the actual variation involved in different activities.
This is useful for two reasons: first, it can be taken into account when actually determining how to execute the
schedule; second, it can be used as a basis for a Monte Carlo empirical analysis of different approaches, because the
data can be used to construct a more accurate probability distribution reflecting duration variance.
In this paper we will explore several options for how to manage the execution stage of airplane assembly; these
options will include traditional assembly management and newer Critical Chain Project Management (Robinson,
2007) buffer-based techniques for assembly management. We will also consider the impact of rescheduling the
remaining work more or less frequently, and the way these factors relate in models with different model
characteristics.

Execution Management Methods
There are a number of methodologies for managing the execution of a complex schedule. We will focus on the
execution methodologies that may require periodic reschedules in order to respond to work-to-date, and then analyze
the results in order to determine the appropriate work order. We will focus on two primary categories of execution
management: schedule based (working the activities in schedule order), and schedule analysis based (order the
activities based on a secondary schedule analysis, and work them in the resulting order). Of the latter category we
will primarily explore the range of methods suggested by buffer-based management that grow out of Critical Chain
Project Management (CCPM) methodologies.

Schedule Based Management Methods
Traditionally, airplane assembly has been managed based on bar charts: the work is scheduled, and then all work is
assigned to a slot representing a group of people (one for each shift) who have the appropriate skills. Optimally, it is
equivalent to working to the Gantt chart; depending on the division of labor it can be considerably suboptimal when
compared to working the Gantt chart, because if one person completes their work more rapidly, their next activity is
already determined, and it may or may not be available to be worked. Another activity that is ready for work will
only be worked when the person assigned to it is complete with his previous task. This results in some workers
sitting idle when there is work that is within their capabilities waiting to be done – but assigned to someone else.
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The advantage of this general family of methodologies is largely psychological: the workers can see where they are
in the schedule and can see what is coming next. The major disadvantage is that if one group of workers is
performing more efficiently than the rest, their superior performance will not necessarily improve the overall project
end date, because they cannot take any extra time to assist sections of the schedule that are running behind. On the
other hand, any delay in the schedule propagates itself through the inter-job dependencies, and because of the strict
labor division it is difficult to catch up.
These problems are less prevalent if they are working to a Gantt chart (which is less constrained than a bar chart,
since jobs are not pre-assigned to a specific person, and can be worked by whatever qualified worker is available at a
given time), but is still present. This is because a delay in one job causes a cascading delay through the Gantt chart –
even if the activity could have scheduled significantly later because it was resource contention, not temporal
constraints, that determined its position. The Gantt chart approach loses much of this additional information, and
hence much of the flexibility.

Analysis Based Management Methods
Many more recent execution methods are based on a secondary analysis of the schedule; the idea behind these
approaches is that a more robust result could be obtained by analyzing something about the structure of the schedule
and the model, and focusing on sections of the schedule that are most likely to cause the schedule’s end date to slip.
In this paper we will be focusing on the family of analysis methods derived from CCPM analysis. This family of
techniques is focused on protecting the project’s critical chain: the tent pole in the schedule that prevents its flow
time from being any shorter. It is effectively the schedule’s critical path if temporary constraints are added to reflect
resource contentions, producing a Partial Order Schedule (POS).
In order to protect the critical chain, a preliminary analysis step buffers the paths into the critical chain: effectively
amalgamating contingency time for the series of activities feeding into the chain in order to make sure that delays to
said activities do not impact the chain itself. The prioritization used in working the schedule is then based on any
incursion into these buffers: the higher the percentage of the incursion, the higher the priority of the activities
involved. Should this incursion transmit to the critical chain, causing incursion to the project buffer (the contingency
time protecting the actual project end), those incursions become the highest priority.
The intuition behind this methodology is that you should be working the activities that are most risking your project
end time; because the buffers represent contingency time usage, you should work those sections of the schedule that
are most heavily impacting the available contingency time. The rationale behind the buffers themselves (rather than
using a more direct delay metric) is that they gather the contingency for a number of activities together, preventing
the direct buffering of each activity that would otherwise be necessary (Newbold, 1998). The problem with the latter
technique is that it would look at buffer incursion myopically, not taking into account the larger set of circumstances
(see Exhibit 1). The other problem with it is that it tends to over-buffer. Number aggregation theory indicates that
the variability of a set of activities is lower overall than the combined individual variabilities (Cook, 1998).

Empirical Comparison of Execution Methods
In order to verify and clarify the strengths and weaknesses of each method we ran a series of empirical comparisons.
We ran each of the methods (described in detail below) on two test files using randomized durations. Although the
cases tested were not as extensive as could be desired, the results nonetheless give some material for consideration.

Random Duration Generation
The durations for each activity were based on the “safe” and “aggressive” durations that had been determined for the
A
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Exhibit 1. This illustrates some of the problems involved in considering contingency time myopically: in such a situation
(left), the system would respond to a small delay in both A and B by giving B precedence because its buffer is so small;
however, the total buffer for each chain is actually the same, making such a choice incorrect in many situations. The
diagram at right illustrates both that the chains should be equivalent as far as the buffering is concerned, and that
amalgamated buffering has the advantage of requiring shorter buffers.
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manufacturing process of each activity. The “safe” duration indicated the length of time in which an activity can be
completed 85% of the time. The “aggressive” duration indicated the length of time in which an activity can be
completed 50% of the time.
Based on previous work on the probability distribution involved in airplane assemble activities (Mattioda, 2002), we
used a beta distribution with α = 1.5 and β = 3. This approximates a log distribution, but has the advantage of finite
end points (see Exhibit 2). Using this beta distribution (with A and B based on the safe and aggressive durations),
we calculated a random duration for each activity. We ran multiple random simulations, but we used the same series
of durations across methodologies for each run (e.g. if an activity received a random duration of 1:23 for the first
simulation and 1:31 for the second, those durations would be used for the first and second simulations respectively
for each of the techniques, the goal being to make the results as comparable as possible.

Exhibit 2. The beta distribution used to generate the random durations; its curvature
approximates a log distribution but with the advantage of fixed end points.

Monte Carlo Simulation Process
Using the randomly generated durations described above, we simulated the execution process for each methodology
by using the following sequence:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Generate a schedule.
Derive a prioritization based on said schedule.
Assign current set of randomly generated durations to all active activities (any activities that have
not been completed in a previous cycle).
Using that prioritization, simulate the execution for a given time span by scheduling in priority
order, taking resource requirements into account.
Record resulting actuals for those activities within the current update time frame (e.g. 48 hours).
Remove the priorities and revert the durations to standard for all activities beyond the current
update timeframe (allowing them to again schedule freely in “planning” mode).
If all of the activities have been completed, report results; otherwise, return to step 1 and repeat.

This process effectively simulates the actual execution process, taking advantage of periodic updates to batch the
scheduling updates necessary to determine what “actually” schedules when. This is possible because by scheduling
in priority order the scheduler simulates a task assigner who selects the highest priority workable activity at any
given point based on the current methodology; because it is in fact a scheduling system it enforces all resource
requirements, and makes sure that two activities that require the same resource do not schedule at the same time. If
they are both workable, the activity with the higher priority will always schedule first, and so be placed earlier in the
resulting schedule.

Simulation Test Files
The test files were selected from two very different stages of the assembly process: one is a preparation stage, and so
has fewer larger activities and is primarily driven by precedence constraints; the other models the final assembly
process, which involves a very high number of activities, and is significantly driven by resource contention (see
table below). The goal in the selection of these files was to contrast the strengths and weaknesses of the different
approaches. Clearly it would be desirable to use a set of files representing different characteristics independently
varied; unfortunately that was not possible because we were limited by the real data available for our use.
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File 1 Assembly Prep

File 2 Final Assembly

activities

106

1,763

resource requirements

525

7,451

constraints

214

4,839

% resource-based decisions

2.1%

36.4%

Detailed Execution Models – Schedule Based
We considered two similar schedule-based execution models. Their key difference was which set of durations – safe
vs. aggressive – they made use of in generating the schedule that was then used for prioritization. In purely
proportional data (e.g. aggressive duration = .75 x safe duration) these two approaches would have been identical;
however, because of the projected activity variability the duration standard made a significant difference.
Schedule Based Model 1 – Aggressive Scheduling. For this model we produced a schedule using the aggressive
durations. We then generated a series of priorities by sorting the activities first by scheduled start date and then by
duration (such that shorter activities would schedule first in case of a tie), and used these priorities to simulate
execution progress. This is equivalent to working an Aggressive duration Gantt chart from left to right as they
become workable.
Schedule Based Model 2 – Safe Scheduling. For this model we produced a schedule using the safe durations. We
then generated a series of priorities by sorting the activities first by scheduled start date and then by duration, and
used these priorities to simulate execution progress. This is equivalent to working a Safe duration Gantt chart from
left to right as they become workable.

Detailed Execution Models – Analysis Based
Because of the known limitations of the schedule-based models, our focus was on the analysis based models. We
tested 6 different models. Most of them are buffer-oriented analysis models whose goal it is to protect the critical
chain. The exception is based on slack, and as such it has a similar effect but without taking advantage of the
relationship between safe and aggressive duration; it also distributes attention more evenly throughout the schedule,
rather than focusing on the critical chain.
All of the buffer-oriented models used the same basic buffering strategy, described here; the differences lay in
details of application and management.
We used the standard CCPM prioritization method (Newbold, 2001). We found the critical chain, and inserted
feeder buffers based on the safe and aggressive durations at each of the junctions between non critical chain
elements and critical chain elements. Temporary precedence constraints were generated running from the “feeder”
element (the element feeding into the critical chain but not on the critical chain) and the buffer, and the buffer and
the critical chain element. This allowed gaps to be created in the critical chain if necessary to schedule without
initial buffer incursion. This primarily changes the results for models with a large number of low-slack chains
(which is very characteristic of the second test file). Once this scheduling had been used to determine appropriate
buffer placement we set the buffers’ dates and removed the temporary constraints.
Once this initialization stage was complete, in subsequent prioritizations we considered buffer incursion (caused by
up-stream slippage of activities) to determine priority. Because this step varied by method it is detailed more fully
below. In all of the methods, any project buffer incursion was given higher priority than feeder buffer incursion. In
the absence of any incursion information prioritization was based on activity start time + activity slack (giving an
estimated latest start time).
Analysis Based Model 3 – Slack Analysis. For this model we produced a schedule using aggressive durations. We
then generated a series of priorities by sorting the activities by their slack value (where slack was based on the actual
schedule; so resource contention could also impact slack), with start time and duration (see above) used as
tiebreaking values. This resulted in giving the priority to those activities with the least flexibility in their schedule
location. Note that this resulted in priorities being distributed across activities both early and late in the schedule, but
because ordering was determined by workability (all predecessors being done and having resources available), they
were still worked in an order correlated with the scheduled order.
Analysis Based Model 4 – Standard CCPM with Default Project Buffer Placement. For this model we produced a
standard CCPM buffered schedule. The Project Buffer was positioned at the end of the aggressive-time flow
(resulting in immediate project buffer incursion if the critical chain slipped at all). Prioritization was then based
directly on buffer incursion percentage (incursion time versus buffer length, where incursion time was considered to
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be the projected incursion based on the current schedule – effectively how far the connected section of Gantt chart
would overlap with the buffer’s time), with all project buffer incursion being considered a higher priority than feeder
buffer incursion.
Analysis Based Model 5 – Standard CCPM with Fenced Project Buffer Placement. In general this model operated
in the same way as Model 4, except for the project buffer placement. In order to place the project buffer we first
scheduled normally using safe durations. This gave us the projected end time for the schedule, and that end time was
then used to fence the schedule and place the project buffer (in many cases this results in a gap between the critical
chain and project buffer, but not always; if there are many gaps required in the critical chain to accommodate the
feeder buffers, this space may be eliminated; this occurs in file 2).
Analysis Based Model 6 – Projected Completion CCPM. Traditionally CCPM does not take remaining chain length
into account, which intuitively is problematic; it cannot differentiate between a buffer that is 99% consumed that
still has 90% left to work, and a buffer that is 99% consumed that still has 1% left to work. In order to avoid this
problem we developed a hybrid that, instead of simply using buffer incursion, uses a computation based on the new
projected buffer need for the remaining chain:
incursion =

buffer incursion + projected buffer need
original buffer size

In those cases when the result is greater than 1 (the projected buffer need is greater than the buffer available), the
projected buffer need is used to approximate projected project buffer incursion, which is then used to prioritize the
activity more highly. This reflects the idea that aggressive duration + buffer size = current estimated end. As such
the prioritization should give the highest priority with the thing that would either push the project’s projected end the
most or, failing that, push the sub-chain’s projected end the most.

Empirical Comparison Results

The results from the tests we conducted are summarized in Exhibits 3 and 4. Note that the results differ considerably
between file 1 and file 2. This has to do with the basic file structures: as reflected in the file summary table, file 1 is
primarily a temporally constrained file; only a small fraction of the activities are delayed because they are waiting
for resources (on average 2.1%). What’s more, file 1 is a fairly sparse file; aside from the clear critical chain, most
of the activities have a great deal of slack (32% of jobs are within three hours of the critical chain, but only 36% – a
four percent increase – are within 6 hours. This indicates a primary chain with a thin layer of dependents, while most
jobs are relatively independent).
File 2 has a large number of constraints, but is much more heavily resource driven; on average 36.4% of its
scheduling decisions are made because it is waiting for resource availability. It is also a very dense file (only 21% of
File 1 Results

% of Safe Duration Schedule

0.98
0.96
model 1

0.94

model 2

0.92

model 3 aggressive

0.9

model 3 safe

0.88

model 4

0.86

model 5

0.84

model 6

0.82
0.8
6

12

24

Hours Between Updates

Exhibit 3. This graph shows the file 1 execution results; the lower the %safe duration, the shorter the final
execution run. Interestingly the very simple model 3-safe (prioritize activities with lower slack based on a
safe duration schedule) performed equivalently with the most sophisticated of the buffer schedules. File 2
differentiates them to a greater extent.
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File 1
2 Results

% of Safe Duration Schedule

1.3
1.25

model 1

1.2

model 2
model 3 aggressive

1.15

model 3 safe

1.1

model 4
model 5

1.05

model 6

1
0.95
6

12

24

Hours Between Updates

Exhibit 4. This graph shows the file 2 execution results; the lower the %safe duration, the shorter the final
execution run. In this file the buffer-based models differentiated themselves to a greater extent, although the
very simple slack-based model using a safe schedule was still quite competitive with the best performer. The
buffer-based models tended to be more dependent on the update rate. Even the best execution models failed
to meet the safe duration schedule flow time, suggesting a need for further improvement.

the jobs are within three hours of the critical chain, but 42% are within 6 hours and 59% are within ten hours).
Based on this characterization it is perhaps not surprising that the buffer management methodologies were little help
in file 1; in most cases workability determined what to do next, and in those cases where there was a choice to be
made, the slack-based model performed as well as the buffer-based models. One interesting aspect to note with this,
however, is the disparity in result quality between model 3 aggressive (using the slack times based on an aggressive
schedule) and model 3 safe (using the slack times based on a safe schedule). If the variance had been standard (e.g.
aggressive = .75 x safe) this disparity would not have been present. As it is, it is probably indicative of the fact that
higher variance tends to show up in the safe durations (e.g. there may be two activities with the same aggressive
duration, but radically differing safe durations; this reflects highly differing probabilities, and it is to be expected
that better results would be obtained using the more pessimistic view).
In the heavily resource-driven file 2, however, the advantages provided by the buffering models is clear. Model 6 –
the project completion based model – performs especially well, in part because it handles differing variances
effectively by taking them into account by using the buffer creation to estimate the new end time; the buffer creation
process takes the relationship between the aggressive and safe durations into account, allowing the model to keep
the schedule on track in spite of differing variabilities.
In all cases more frequent updates resulted in better performance, although this made a bigger difference in the
larger file. This makes sense because in between updates the prioritizer is effectively behaving statically; it cannot
take intermediate changes into account. The update cycle also had more effect on the buffer-based models, at least in
the denser file 2.
The other aspect worth noting is that while all of the techniques finished within the original safe schedule time on
file 1, none of the average execution times fell within the original safe schedule time in file 2. This is due in large
part to the density of file 2, and suggests that a methodology to take that density into account more explicitly might
prove effective.

Related Work
Successful project execution has been addressed by a number of researchers from a variety of disciplines, including
project management and planning and scheduling.
CCPM grew out of the Theory of Constraints (TOC), originally developed by E.M. Goldratt as a way of overcoming
some of the limitations of Critical Path Method (CPM), which has been the method most widely used in industry
(Newbold, 1998). The problem with CPM was that it did not take resource contentions into account in any very
useful way, and so tended to fail in highly resource-constrained domains (Swartz, 1999). Since its development to
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address management under highly resource constrained circumstances, it has successfully been applied to a variety
of domains, including semiconductor development (Harris, 2001) and vibration and noise control systems for
aerospace (Lord, 2001). The primary drawback of previous CCPM research is that it has largely been applied to
relatively small and simple domains.
Scheduling work with project execution has been more focused on schedule maintenance and consistency (e.g. Cesta
and Rasconi, 2003). This is especially important for schedules that have extremely short update turnaround and/or
cannot satisfy all activities. In such a situation the goal is not to finish a project at a specific time, but to update the
schedule to accommodate the new high-priority activities.
Another angle attempts to both provide efficiency and consistency by rescheduling based on the POS (Policella,
2005). This has major advantages when a new schedule is needed very quickly, or if there is a significant advantage
to changing the schedule as little as possible (e.g. if the original schedule is known to a number of people); it can be
less helpful in something such as airplane assembly where very often radical changes to the schedule are necessary
to respond to delays.

Conclusions
As expected, the buffer model capable of taking remaining work as well as buffer incursion into account overall
performed best; however, the good results obtained by the very simple slack-based model would seem to merit
further investigation. Given that the slack-based model performed far better with the safe duration schedule
(probably because it could better differentiate high-variance activities), it might be interesting to attempt to
explicitly take variance into account in the slack computation.
The other result that would merit further research is the fact that in the dense file 2 none of the execution models
were able to meet the safe duration schedule. This implies that none of the models are able to adequately capture the
way in which the higher density raises the model’s risk. It is possible that a different buffering scheme, capable of
taking non-chain activities into account in its computations, might be able to better accommodate such a schedule.
The key question is whether such a safe schedule is, in fact, attainable for such a file. It seems likely that with the
correct triggers to differentiate among many very similar activities it should be possible, but such differentiation
would make over-fitting to that schedule model a potential hazard. Regardless, some sort of density accommodation
would seem to be highly desirable. Another possible approach would be multiple-layer buffering, rather than simply
buffering the critical chain. This could provide better feedback for progress or problems within the dense cloud of
activities that make up the model. This also has the advantage of being potentially more easily extensible to new
domains, especially if they could be applied based on a density or layering criteria, rather than with a static limit of 1
(the current standard), 2, or 3.
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